This article presents a novel correction filter for infrared images captured by Kinect v2 sensor. Intended application areas are described and the basic concept of proposed sensory subsystem as well. Preliminary tests of the sensor Kinect v2 in real conditions gave promising results, therefore in-depth analysis of its applicability was performed. In the framework of the analysis, a relation between infrared value and a distance of captured surface was evaluated for different colors of the surface. Based on that relation and on additional information about the depth of a pixel, a correction filter was created. The filter allows improving infrared image in order to increase the success rate probability to be able to detect specific features and key points by algorithms more easily. Outputs from the filter on real conditions data sets are also presented in the article.
Introduction
In the context of the intense development of robotic applications based on vision systems in industrial and service robotics, and especially with the development of selfdriving cars, the development of hardware (HW) tools with sufficient computational power to process large amounts of data in real time is notable in last years. Lowering prices for these HW tools and sensors make it possible to use them in wider application areas. Another trend is the breaking of the boundaries between industrial and service robotics, which results in mounting of manipulators on mobile platforms and their wider application in production and logistics operations where these systems are collaborating with people. For collaborative tasks, the robotic system needs to be able to detect objects in its dynamically changing environment and respond appropriately to these changes in real time.
Two different application areas met in our research projects in our department at the same time, where it was appropriate to verify the usability of the Kinect v2 sensor with regard to its purchase price. The first area is the recognition of boxes in a data set of an unloaded shipping container.
Second, the creation of a three-dimensional (3-D) map of the coal mine in locations without risk of explosive environment. Therefore, the Kinect v2 sensor was tested for these application areas using the most common tools (HW and software (SW)) of the sensor subsystem.
The article describes a method of correcting data obtained from the Kinect v2 sensor to increase the success rate of algorithms for detecting objects in the acquired image as well as for joining partial images into the overall scene preview and 3-D map. The obtained results are evaluated from the point of view of the applicability of the Kinect v2 universal sensory subsystem for detecting objects and their positions for gripping boxes in the automated unloading of shipping containers and for creating a 3-D map of the coal mine by a mobile robotic system. It is the first step in processing the data obtained from the sensor. The quality of the acquired scene images significantly influences the difficulty and success rate of further processing of the sensed environment image and further works with it.
Current robotic applications of the Kinect v2 sensor are mainly based on refinement and correction of the obtained point cloud using PCL or on algorithms available for ROS. 2 The current solutions 3,4,5 described are based on improvements of RGB images gained by Kinect v2.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. "Intended application areas" section describes in greater detail the intended application areas. "Synthesis of the correction filter" section details the data collection process, data processing, and the way of a correction filter creation. Finally, "Applications of the filter in real environments" section shows application of the filter on data obtained in real environment conditions.
Intended application areas
Systems for automated unloading of boxes from containers are not as widespread as could be expected today. In almost all cases, unloading of shipping containers in logistics centers is now manually handled. It is a very demanding physical activity, which is problematic in terms of ergonomics and the total weight of manipulated boxes per worker. From this point of view, it is an area with a high potential for automation. The problem is the return on investment and reliability of such a system. The reliability significantly affects the condition of boxes in a container, which is often very poor after a long journey. Therefore, predicted geometric shape of boxes cannot be expected. Observe the same placing and orientation of boxes in all box walls cannot be guaranteed as well. The task of detection boxes for the automatic unloading is a complex task to find objects in a dynamic environment with low or very lowlight intensity (see Figure 1) . The closest solution to our sensor subsystem is the robotic truck unloader (RTU) concept, 1 where the cheap RGB-D sensor ASUS Xtion Pro is used to determine a position of the box being removed. Another developed system for unloading containers is a Parcel Robot, 6 whose sensory subsystem is based on a tilted SICK laser scanner to get basic information about the state of the environment and to move an end point of a manipulator to the position of next box removal. The end effector of the manipulator is equipped with precise distance sensors for data refinement and detection of gaps at the location of box removal. Another existing concept of the system for automatic unloading of containers is TEUN. 7 It is based on an industrial robot on a mobile platform.
Automated creation of 3-D maps of mine tunnels is also a big challenge. An example of such tunnel is shown in Figure 2 . Currently described systems, which were used for the creation of 3-D maps of mine tunnels, utilized laser scanners or lidars, followed by post-processing of data from gained point clouds. 8, 9 A common feature of the above-mentioned applications is low or almost no light intensity environment. This led us to the idea of verifying the usability of the Kinect v2 sensor for both of these application areas with the biggest possible amount of common HW and SW tools. The idea is to use information from depth map and infrared image for increasing the success rate of objects and key points detection by algorithms.
Synthesis of the correction filter
The basic requirement of the proposed sensor subsystem is to obtain a depth map and a black-and-white image of the lowlight intensity environment that would be suitable for algorithms that allow detecting objects and key points in it. With regard to the low cost of the sensor and the fact that it meets the basic requirements specified for both applications described above, the Kinect v2 sensor applicability was tested. The gained infrared image is modified by the filter based on the information obtained from the depth map. This approach eliminates the need for external lighting in the system.
We had two Kinect v2 sensors available. These were subjected to preliminary tests to create a correction filter, and then data sets were taken under real environmental conditions. In the framework of the preliminary tests, dependencies of infrared values on the distance of the scanned surface from the sensor were determined.
Measurements of preliminary tests were made on different flat surfaces in order to obtain representative data sets. Most of these measurements were done on matt white surfaces, but data sets obtained on bright white, matt grey, and matt black surfaces were evaluated as well. Measurements were made in the whole declared sensor measuring range (700-8000 mm) at the 100 mm measuring step and without artificial light. These tests evaluated an area of +10 pixels from the center of the frame for the given distance. Initial measurements were made immediately after the sensor was switched on, but it was verified that the accuracy of the point depth data is significantly affected by the sensor's operating temperature as described in the study by Wasenmü ller and Stricker. 10 Subsequent measurements were made after 30 min warm-up of the sensor.
Related SW applications were written in the .NET Framework 4.5 using the Kinect for Windows software development kit (SDK) v2.0 and the C# language. Data from Kinect SDK for depth and infra were collected in raw format. The output image data set for the given distance was created as average values from several subsequent image data sets of the recorded surface. A comparison of measurement deviations with a total deviation based on a change in the number of input subsequent frames was performed before preliminary tests. The difference of deviations for data sets from 10 to 50 subsequent images was 0.5-1%. That is why the average values from 10 subsequent images were used for preliminary tests on flat surfaces. Figure 3 shows the difference between performed preliminary tests for different colors of flat surfaces except black color. The maximum infrared value for the black color that we were able to measure was 2395 at a distance of 500 mm from the surface and at a distance of 800 mm, it was 927. Infrared value for the white color was 16,207 and 18,348 at the same distances, respectively.
An infrared characteristic for white color was selected as determinative one, because of highest values for the given distances. Figure 4 shows the characteristic (solid line) in more detail up to a distance of 4 m with the infrared value of 749. Above this distance is a course of the characteristic nearly linear up to a distance of 8000 mm with infrared value of 438. Dotted curve in Figure 4 shows a difference to a required value. The difference is a deviation of the infrared image which has to be corrected.
For the correction, a relation that roughly corresponds to the characteristic "difference" in Figure 4 was used.
The gamma that is used for gamma correction of the infra pixel for a given depth is calculated based on the depth value 
where s is the coefficient of a distance
where depth is the depth of the given pixel; depth nominal the boundary depth from which it is calculated; exp the exponent-determines the curvature of the curve; and n the multiplier-determines max value of the curve. The exponent was set as 3.41. At this value, the minimum total deviation between the calculated characteristic and the measured one was obtained (see Figure 5) .
The maximal deviation between the calculated and the measured characteristic is within 1.21%. Both characteristic are shown in Figure 6 .
Applications of the filter in real environments
Results of the correction filter applications are provided in this section. To verify the functionality of the filter, first data sets were recorded in the laboratory of our department.
Outputs are shown in Figure 7 . Central distance of the image is 4000 mm.
Data sets from coal mine (mine museum) were used for next verification step, because the original obtained image was not the best one from all intended environments. Results are presented in Figure 8 .
Afterward, the correction filter was applied to data from shipping container environment. Obtained results are shown in Figure 9 .
The correction filter was applied to data gained in logistic center. Deformed and randomly oriented cardboard boxes are stored before their unpacking. Application of the filter for this environment is presented in Figure 10 .
Canny edge detection
The Canny filter 11 for edge detection was applied to the corrected images. The filter settings are mask size 7 and sigma 1. The images are displayed with both bold and thin edges, regardless of the threshold. Due to the depth of the mine tunnel image, the difference between the resulting frames (gamma vs. depth correction) after the Canny filter application is very significant (see Figure 11) . Figure 12 presents output from Canny filtered images of cardboard boxes. Results for boxes close enough to the sensor are comparable and the same edges of boxes are detected, but at longer distances, images corrected with depth filter give better results.
SIFT, SURF, and Harris detector
MATLAB, specifically SIFT, SURF and Harris detectors, was used to verify the detection of features in the corrected images. The SIFT detector is an optional MATLAB extension, 12 while the SURF and Harris detectors are already in as vision tools. The results are shown in Table 1 . It is obvious that images after our correction (correction by depth) are best for features detection. In some cases, the number of detected points is higher up to 300%.
Images matching based on matching of identified features
To verify the applicability of corrected images, an image matching was performed using sequentially adjacent images for data obtained from scanning boxes and scanning in a coal mine. The matching features were obtained using the SIFT, SURF, and Harris detector.
In the case of cardboard box scanning, adjacent images were obtained by moving the sensor sideways. The resulting matched images show differences in the number of detected feature pairs. The number of detected feature pairs in our correction (correction by depth) is higher for all detectors applied (see Table 2 ).
Images from the coal mine were obtained by placing the sensor on a mobile robot that was moving forward through the mine tunnel. Even in this case, it is obvious that the images adjusted by our correction allow us to detect a higher number of feature pairs (see Table 3 ). For the Harris detector, the number of detected features was not sufficient to correctly match the images.
Based on above shown figures, it is clear that images improved by the depth correction enable better followed-up detection of edges, which in turn makes it easy to detect features and key points.
Future works
Creation and verification of the depth filter for infrared images is the first step in the long chain of robotic system synthesis for the intended above-mentioned applications. To automate the container unloading process, we need to trace and verify or create our own algorithm for detecting objects-deformed cardboard boxes on the captured image in the shortest possible time in order to create a trajectory of approaching the manipulator end point to the position of the currently unloaded box. Additional functionalities of the SW application will depend on the overall concept of the automatic unloading system and the strategy for boxes unloading from the container. In order to create 3-D maps and their visualizations in the mining environment, it will be necessary to verify the computational demands of the process and its eventual application in real time.
An important decision-making factor for the Kinect v2 sensor applicability will be to verify its reliability in operating conditions in conjunction with the whole system and any measurement errors depending on the length of the operating time.
Conclusion
The contribution of our research is the creation of the correction filter that improves the infrared image taken by the Kinect v2 sensor based on data from the depth map. Application of the filter allows getting a black-and-white image of the scene without the use of conventional black and white or RGB camera and artificial light in lowlight environments. The gamma correction value of the infrared pixel has been determined at its distance from the sensor for the whole operating range of the sensor.
When accepting limiting properties of the sensor such as a relatively limited default operating range (800-8000 mm), a 30 min time interval to achieve the right operating temperature and the lengthy process time of joining data from the RGB camera to other data, Kinect v2 is a solution that allows to get an appropriate black-and-white image for further image processing by SW tools such as OpenCV, or custom algorithms for objects and key points detection. The Kinect v2's biggest benefits include its low cost, easy accessibility, and relatively low power consumption.
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